FORMER PESKI RESIDENTS

YITZHAK WAND (WEINSTEIN) FAMILY – YITZHAK, SON OF ELIA WAND FROM PESKI

LEFT TO RIGHT: MOTTKE WAND (MAX WEINSTEIN), MIRELE (REBECCA) WAND,
CHANA (ANNA) WAND nee ZINN, YANKEL (JACOB) WAND, YITZHAK WAND (ISIDORE WEINSTEIN),

SOVA (STELLA) WAND, ELIA (ALEXANDER) WAND
CHAIM ISRAEL WAND – SON OF ELIA WAND FROM PESKI

CHAIM ISRAEL WAND (HERMAN WAND) MARRIED CHANA LEAH FUKSMAN FROM PESKI

MENDEL WAND (WEINSTEIN) FAMILY – MENDEL, SON OF ELIA WAND FROM PESKI

MENDEL & SURA – PARENTS OF CHAIM, ROCHEL & ESTERA

LEFT TO RIGHT: MENDEL WAND, SURA WAND nee PODOLINSKY- BERTHA WEINSTEIN nee COHEN, CHAIM WAND (HYMAN WEINSTEIN), ROCHEL WAND (ROSE WEINSTEIN), ESTERA WAND (ESTHER WEINSTEIN)
AVRAM VELVEL SAPOSZNIK (LEVINE) FAMILY

AVRAM & RUTKA – PARENTS OF YITZHAK (NO PICTURE), SCHEINE, BASCHE, LEIKE, CHAIM, HERSCHEL & ELIA

LEFT TO RIGHT: RUTKA SAPOSZNIK (RACHEL LEVINE) nee KRAVITZ, SCHEINE (JEAN) GARODNICK nee SAPOSZNIK, BASCHE SAPOSZNIK (BESSION POSNICK), LEIKE SAPOSZNIK (LENA LEVINE)

LEFT TO RIGHT: REISEL SAPOSZNIK (ROSE LEVINE), CHAIM SAPOSZNIK (HYMAN LEVINE), HERSHEL SAPOSZNIK (HARRY LEVINE) & ELIA SAPOSZNIK (ALEXANDER LAWSON)
(CHAIM SAPOSZNIK MARRIED ESTERA WAND FROM PIESK)

NATHAN GARODNICK
(HUSBAND OF SCHEINE SAPOSZNIK)

LECHE (LENA) LEVINE nee WINOKUR
(WIFE OF YITZHAK SAPOSZNIK (ISIDORE LEVINE)
WINOKUR WAS CHANGED TO WEINER

DINA WINOKUR nee ZINN
(LECHE’S MOTHER)
DAUGHTER OF LEIZAR WAND

KHANA-LEYA RAUTBARD nee WAND
BORN ABT. 1837

DAUGHTER OF SHMUEL-SHLOMO WAND

BADANKE (ANNA) WAND

HIRSCH LIBOWSKY (HARRY LUBOW)
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